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The technology dynasty
WHAT DOES A WORLD WITH TWO COMPETING TECHNOLOGY LEADERS LOOK LIKE
FOR INVESTORS – AND FOR THE PUBLIC AT LARGE? ROMIL PATEL REPORTS.
CHINA HAS GROWN into a modernday global technology powerhouse,
having gathered momentum through a
combination of factors. These include,
but are not limited to, consistent
growth on R&D spend; more science,
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technology, engineering and maths
(STEM) graduates per year than any
other place on earth; and a series of
rapid developments in networking –
from 3G to 4G and now 5G – which
continue to open up a new world

of innovative services.
Situated just across the border from
Hong Kong, Shenzhen was a small
fishing village in the late 1970s with a
population of approximately 25,000,
GDP of 196 million yuan and total export
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volume of US$9.3 million. By 2018, the
number of permanent residents had
topped 12.5 million, GDP exceeded 2.4
trillion yuan – surpassing Hong Kong for
the first time – and a year earlier, total
export volume was in excess of $244
billion. That’s a 9,565-fold increase on
1979, according to UN figures.
Today, the technology hub is home
to well-known names in the West such
as Tencent and Huawei, but also to
lesser-known giants such as electric
automaker BYD and the world’s largest
drone maker, DJI. Between 2013 and
2018, “Shenzhen successfully reached
innovation-driven development and the
highest echelon of the global industrial
value chain,” a UN report on the city’s
economic, social and environmental
transformation notes.
In a wider sense, Shenzhen’s
economic transformation story mirrors
that of China more broadly, which has
no shortage of leading tech names,
including shopping platform MeituanDianping and Ant Financial. The latter’s
subsidiary, Alipay, processed $16
trillion in mobile transactions last year,
compared to Visa’s $11 trillion.
But as it continues to move from a
manufacturing to a services-based
economy, where is it poised to lead
– and what roadblocks does it face
amid heightened geopolitical tensions,
coupled with foreign investors
looking to increase their exposure
on the mainland?
The tech frontier
Tech is the next frontier of economic
growth (see Comment 1), as evidenced
by the development in the broader
sector and continued building of
infrastructure to support this. “China
has launched the Star Board for
innovation companies and is making
it easier for these start-ups to raise
funding,” observes Steve Lee, head of
mainland China and Taiwan at HSBC
Global Asset Management. “We have
seen more than 100 new listings added

COMMENT 1: FINDING VALUE
Which areas of technology in China are you identifying good investment
value in and what makes it an attractive proposition?
Juliana Hansveden, manager, Nordea 1 – Emerging Stars Equity Fund:
”When applying our process to the China technology space, we find a number
of interesting opportunities in cloud-based software-as-a-service (SaaS),
semiconductor design and e-commerce companies.
“There are a number of reasons why these sub-industries are attractive. SaaS
is a recurring business, which means the revenue stream is more predictable
and the business less cyclical. The cloud-based SaaS market is significantly
underpenetrated as Chinese enterprises’ software spending is a fraction of that
of developed market economies.
“Semiconductor design is an attractive area as China is working hard to
develop local solutions to be less reliant on US technology. This has only
accelerated with the US-China trade war.
“E-commerce is an exciting area as there are clear leaders with large
platforms which generate substantial value to shareholders.”

“IN THIS TYPE OF
LARGE MARKET,
THE REWARD FOR
INVESTMENT OR RISKTAKING BY INVESTING
IN RESEARCH AND
NEW TECHNOLOGY
IS HUGE IF YOU CAN
GET IT RIGHT – AND
WE ARE SEEING THAT
HAPPENING.”
Steve Lee
to it and they have to raise a significant
amount of money. Policies to support
these developments have been rolled
out in sectors like automobile, software,
electronics, tech and semiconductors.”
While China is undoubtedly making
technology strides, there is still a gap
versus its more developed counterparts
in the West. To bridge the divide,
China has accelerated R&D and may
even account for the largest volume
of R&D expenditure among national
economies – but context matters.

“When comparing economies based
on exchange rate conversions to a
common currency, there is still a very
significant gap between China and the
US, with R&D expenditure in the former
equalling only 50% of gross expenditure
on R&D in the latter,” the OECD
Directorate for Science, Technology
and Innovation notes. Therefore, a
multifaceted approach is key.
As Lee points out: “China now
ranks as the second-largest holder of
patents and the rate of patents held
by Chinese companies is increasing, so
their size gives them a very good basic
structure. In this type of large market,
the reward for investment or risktaking by investing in research and new
technology is huge if you can get it right
– and we are seeing that happening.
“Right now, for new technology
especially, the mainland is a big market
for them to develop as a testing ground,
so this is what we’re seeing – more
concentration on the domestic market.”
The most obvious sector for longterm investment opportunities in
tech is 5G, as its adoption will enable
digitisation, a key industrial policy goal
for Beijing (see Comment 2, overleaf).

 POWERHOUSE - China’s ex traord in ar y d evelopmen t is open in g u p a n ew wor ld of s er vices .
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COMMENT 2: THE CHINESE ECONOMY
How will technology underpin China’s economy?
Gerwin Bell, lead economist for Asia – PGIM Fixed Income:
“As China develops and innovation continues, technology will of course play a
role in China’s economic future. However, the real question is whether it is the
government’s technology policies that will be helpful. Past experience would
suggest some scepticism.
“By a number of metrics – for example, China’s share in global patents or
its space-exploration programme – the country has made great strides in
advancing toward the innovation frontier, and the authorities are well advised
to place priority on technology.
“However, that is easier said than done. Indeed, China’s past policies in support
of technological upgrading have yielded mixed results, as evidenced in China’s
continued lagging in advanced semiconductors.
“Moreover, past policies have more often than not resulted in a glut of what
can be called commoditised technology, such as solar panels, where China
has succeeded in crowding out global competition but at the cost of creating a
largely unprofitable sector.
“I fear that similar trends are now underway, regarding AI and electric vehicles,
to mention just two of the current highlighted industrial policy objectives.”

“5G is not about the consumer, it’s
about industry, and that’s important
for the next leg in China’s technological
revolution, notwithstanding the issues
surrounding Huawei,” says Michael
Lai, senior vice president and portfolio
manager at Franklin Templeton. “China
has made that technological leap – 5G
rollout started about nine months ago
and we even have it in Hong Kong.
“It’s all about the industrial
connectivity that will make machines
able to communicate with one another
a lot quicker – and hopefully, that will
boost productivity.”
A data-heavy diet
The development of 5G will enable
autonomous driving vehicles and
machine learning, for example, and
allow other service sectors to benefit
from this increased bandwidth, but the
fuel behind this driving force is data –
and the scale of data available in the
Chinese economy relative to the rest
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“5G IS NOT ABOUT
THE CONSUMER, IT’S
ABOUT INDUSTRY,
AND THAT’S
IMPORTANT FOR THE
NEXT LEG IN CHINA’S
TECHNOLOGICAL
REVOLUTION.”
Michael Lai
of the world is unparalleled.
The Chinese public, unlike their
counterparts in the US or Europe, aren’t
noticeably bothered by the privacy
implications of apps collecting personal
data from consumers. “The breadth and
depth of what [tech companies] can
obtain from that data is considerably
deeper and more in-depth than where
you can get anywhere else,” says
Zhikai Chen, head of Asia equities and

senior portfolio manager at Lombard
Odier Investment Management (LOIM).
“That also facilitates the studies and
improvement in technology advances
going forward.”
The 5G network infrastructure
will itself facilitate studies and
technology innovation going forward
– but data will be critical to intelligent
manufacturing and improved
production yield, which was simply
not possible in a pre-5G world.
Roxy Wong, a portfolio manager at
LOIM, says: “For autonomous driving,
so much data must be collected
for the car, such as road conditions,
image processing from cameras and
the condition of various parts of the
vehicle fed through the network to
make sure that it is safe and delivers
enhanced performance.
“With all the data being collected,
this will help to transform the city to a
smart city in future and will definitely
transform the way we live, but we are
still some time away from that ideal
world. It will probably take a long time,
but China is leading.”
So, what does harvesting data to
cater for services and build a picture
of the Chinese population look like in a
largely pre-5G world grappling with a
coronavirus pandemic?
Using apps in China entails disclosing
basic information, such as identification
to verify who is using that account. But
combining basic information with user
behaviour from the platform builds a
detailed picture – especially when the
platform integrates online and offline
behaviour, such as buying offline from,
say, a restaurant.
“During the coronavirus outbreak,
there was a map showing people
leaving Wuhan and using Alipay. Most
of the people went to the Shanghai
Delta and the Pearl River Delta near
Guangdong,” recounts Wong. “This is
something that tells you that there are
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likely more people getting infected
in those two areas if the people
leaving Wuhan were spending using
Alipay there.
“You can’t get this type of big data
information in the US or Europe,
because the digital payment
penetration in China is multiple times
that of the US. You’re talking about
600 million users of mobile payment
in China.”
Reducing foreign reliance
China has made significant advances
as it seeks to reduce its reliance on
foreign technology and promote per
capita income growth, but geopolitical
tensions have been rising consistently
and technology has been the focal point
(see Comment 3). How is this impacting
China and, indeed, the world?
When it comes to software, there
is little the US can do, given that the
products are locally oriented and mostly
sold in local markets. This makes it hard
for outsiders to penetrate China, and
for China to make inroads in the rest of
the world. “The big picture is that they
are very dominant on everything which
is linked to software but lagging behind
in everything which is hardware,” says
Patrick Zweifel, chief economist at
Pictet Asset Management.
As of 2018, US firms accounted for
45% of the global semiconductor
market share, dwarfing China’s meagre
5%, according to the Semiconductor
Industry Association’s 2019 factbook.
As tensions rise between Washington
and Beijing, the latter is seeking to
close the gap while the former looks
to slow down Chinese development
of hardware, mainly on the chip
manufacturing and semiconductor
side – predominantly because the
manufacturing of semiconductors
involves a lot of equipment, or IPs,
which mostly come from the US and
Europe. But this also represents a
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large opportunity set to investors.
“In the electronics world, China wants
to upgrade its chips – this is from
semiconductors and foundries all the
way to chip design, chip testing and
packaging – the whole ecosystem,” says
HSBC’s Steve Lee.
“Recent events give them even
more urgency to develop their own
production of these mission-critical
integrated circuit chips and to have
the foundry be able to produce them
on their own, so this is an area that
we like. In terms of sectors or themes,
many are developing because of this
new paradigm.”
The common consensus in the
investment community is that China
cannot be halted in its technology
advancements, but merely slowed
down, and its ambitions will take some
time to be realised.
This is likely to result in a global
technology bifurcation, with China

“YOU CAN’T GET THIS
TYPE OF BIG DATA
INFORMATION IN
THE US OR EUROPE,
BECAUSE THE
DIGITAL PAYMENT
PENETRATION IN
CHINA IS MULTIPLE
TIMES THAT OF
THE US. YOU’RE
TALKING ABOUT
600 MILLION USERS.”
Roxy Wong
and the US at opposite ends – the
former will become increasingly selfsufficient to cater to local consumers,
while the same happens in the
Anglosphere – but the pace of such
developments remains to be seen. fe

COMMENT 3: THE TRADE WAR
The US-China trade war has also been widely referred to as a “tech war”.
How do you see this impacting on China’s economic ambitions for a techfocused economy?
Kim Catechis, head of investment strategy, Martin Currie:
“If the objective is to stop China from developing its own technological
capacities, I would say it’s too late – the only thing that is in play here is how
long Chinese tech (especially communications tech) can be delayed. Is it four
years? Is it eight years?
“Meanwhile, the rollout of 5G in the West (and those countries that will choose
to join the US in blocking Huawei and other Chinese vendors) will be slower
and more expensive that it might have been. It will be more expensive because
by boycotting Chinese suppliers, you are restricting the number of potential
suppliers, thus cutting out the most competitive providers; slower, because
there is not going to be any cooperation between “rivals” as there was in the
development of 3G and 4G.
“For China, this is a problem, a speed bump, it doesn’t need to derail. My
expectation is for a world with two non-interoperable standards of 5G,
with higher development costs due to near-complete duplication of capital
expenditure. One will be the standard for the West, the other for China and the
(now 80-plus) countries on the Belt and Road initiative.”
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Catching up to China’s opportunities
THE CHINA A-SHARES MARKET HAS BEEN BOOMING AND FOREIGN INVESTORS HAVE
BEEN PILING IN, WRITES FIONA RINTOUL. THE QUESTION ON EVERYONE’S LIPS IS:
CAN IT LAST OR ARE WE LOOKING AT ANOTHER 2015?
IF SUCH CRYSTAL BALL gazing is
tricky at the best of times, right now, it
is impossible – and perhaps asking the
wrong question.
Whatever happens over the coming
months, China’s long-term potential
is almost undisputed. But even for
long-term investors, it remains a unique
and complex market that requires a
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nuanced approach. There is a lot of
noise – both positive and negative – that
can be distracting. So, what are the best
routes in for European investors?
Go off the beaten path
A key “disconnection” identified by
Wenli Zheng, portfolio manager at T.
Rowe Price Hong Kong, is that – despite

all the hype – China is typically “way
under-represented” in global investors’
overall asset allocation.
“China’s overall market cap is 17% of
the global total,” he says. “The GDP is
also 17%. But in a global index like the
MSCI World index, China is only 4%.
Most foreign investors allocate capital
based on what the index looks like.”
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For Zheng, the index is a “lagging
indicator” that does not reflect the
opportunity set. A further disconnection
occurs, in his view, because within their
China allocation, investors typically do
not allocate enough to China A-shares.
“China A-shares is about two-thirds
of the opportunity in terms of number
of names and overall market cap, but
average foreign investors only allocate
maybe 10% of their China fund assets
into China A-shares,” he says.
And where investors do allocate
to A-shares, they tend to be heavily
exposed to well-known names such
as Alibaba and Tencent. For Zheng,
this is again an index problem: 50-60
mega-caps account for around 65% of
the index and “the average China fund”
allocates 60% to those names.
His “95% active fund” does not
allocate to any of those names, which
can in any case be bought cheaply
through an ETF or passive fund.
Instead, it allocates to companies with
a market cap of US$30 billion or less,
finding opportunities in China A-shares,
Hong Kong-listed shares and overseas
companies “with meaningful exposure
to China”. The result is a portfolio of 4080 stocks that Zheng says is correlated
neither to the overall market nor the
macro situation.
Older and wiser
T. Rowe Price did not launch its China
fund until 2019, and it is perhaps a
mark of China’s growing maturity as a
market that a fund of this nature is now
possible. Hugo Robinson, head of Arisaig
Global Emerging Markets Consumer
fund, believes China has improved “a
huge amount” over the past ten years
– and even over the past five years – in
terms of the quality of listed businesses.
“You’re seeing the economy mature
from this old-style investment and
export-driven paradigm to a more
economically complex, more diversified,
more service-driven or IP-driven
economy,” says Robinson.

This makes China “a much richer
pond to fish from” for the likes of
Arisaig Partners, whose strategy is to
invest over the long-term in highquality growth franchises. And while
Arisaig Partners is not motivated by
the argument that China has become
a safe haven because it dealt better

“YOU’RE SEEING THE
ECONOMY MATURE
FROM THIS OLDSTYLE INVESTMENT
AND EXPORT-DRIVEN
PARADIGM TO A MORE
COMPLEX, MORE
DIVERSIFIED, MORE
SERVICE-DRIVEN OR
IP-DRIVEN ECONOMY.”
Hugo Robinson
with Covid-19 than other places in the
world, Robinson does see the pandemic
accelerating certain existing positive
trends, including digitisation, with
already strong digital businesses getting
stronger this year.
“They benefit from the deep pool
of human capital they have in China,
very good management quality and
the sheer scale of the market,” says
Robinson. “The vast internal market
within China is very well-suited to
business models like e-commerce.”
In a less obvious way, “boring”
staple-type business that sell things
like soy sauce have also benefited
indirectly from the pandemic, as it
has accelerated the existing theme of
consolidation. Arisaig Partners has a
big exposure to the condiments sector,
owning Foshan Haitian Flavouring &
Food Co. Ltd, China’s largest producer.
“These big, really high-quality
businesses like Foshan Haitian are able
to continue producing and distributing
and they are able to gain market share

from some of the weaker players
that just aren’t able to operate in this
environment,” says Robinson.
Another “boring” business, this time in
the T. Rowe Price portfolio, is Country
Garden Services Holdings. This property
management company fits with
Zheng’s goal of generating value over a
long duration of growth and at 6.11% is
his largest position.
“It’s a great business because you
have to pay one month or sometimes
one year in advance, so cashflow is a
lot higher than earnings, and they keep
expanding,” says Zheng.
Retail investor volatility
But however good the business
model, some investors in China are
concerned about valuations. Ashish
Swarup, investment analyst and
portfolio manager at Aikya Investment
Management, runs a portfolio focused
on quality family and entrepreneur-run
businesses and finds few opportunities
in the Chinese market because of
pricing levels.
“A lot of the market is retail-driven,
and retail investors might be driving it to
unsustainable levels,” he says.
Currently, the firm’s emergingmarkets strategy has a small position
in Chongqing Brewery – and that’s
about it. Hangzhou Robam, a kitchen
appliance manufacturer, is on its quality
list but is not held in the portfolio, for
valuation reasons.
Shao Ping Guan, head of Greater
China equities at Goldman Sachs Asset
Management, suggests that an influx
of high-growth companies to the listed
market could help with this problem
by putting downward pressures on the
prices of individual growth stocks. The
new companies should also expand and
enrich the overall investment universe.
“We expect corporate sector R&D
to receive a great boost, as the queue
for IPOs has become shorter with the
introduction of the IPO registration
scheme while the number and quality
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of applicants is increasing, as evidenced
by some Star board and H-share and
A-share dual-listed names,” he says.
State influence
Swarup also has other concerns
about the Chinese market. He sees a
disjunct between the Chinese people,
who are very entrepreneurial, and
the communist system. This is, of
course, the elephant in the room in
all discussions about China. Swarup
is refreshingly clear that he prefers
countries where there is rule of law,
finding it just as hard to invest in
Russia as he does in China, and leaning
more towards countries such as India,
Chile, Indonesia, the Philippines and
South Africa.
These issues are perhaps more
pronounced for a portfolio that targets
family-run businesses. “A large part of
the Chinese economy is controlled or
influenced by the state,” says Swarup.
This can be a particular problem
in the technology sector, where
some important businesses remain
in state hands.
“When it comes to software,
algorithms and so on, the most
interesting things are not necessarily
done by companies that are listed
on the stock exchange,” says André
Köttner, co-head of equities at DWS.
“The Chinese prefer to keep that
to themselves.”
In a global portfolio, this can be an
argument to prioritise US tech over
Chinese tech. However, China managers
see adequate tech opportunities on the
listed market, pointing out that unlisted
companies such as ByteDance and
Huawei carry considerable political risk
in any case.
“Given that Ant Group is going to be
IPOing this year, once that is listed you
have 80% of the real cream of the
crop in Chinese tech,” says Robinson.
“Beyond that, there’s not a huge
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“WHEN IT COMES
TO SOFTWARE,
ALGORITHMS AND
SO ON, THE MOST
INTERESTING
THINGS ARE NOT
NECESSARILY DONE
BY COMPANIES THAT
ARE LISTED ON THE
STOCK EXCHANGE.
THE CHINESE PREFER
TO KEEP THAT TO
THEMSELVES.”
André Köttner
amount that is exceptionally highquality that isn’t listed.”
Ultimately, the political risks in China
are a known problem. Tensions in
Hong Kong and the outcome of the US
election in November may aggravate
them, but most investors in the country
understand the risks and will not be
swayed by that.
Certainly, very long-term investors
such as Arisaig Partners, which has
held the likes of Hong Kong-based
Vitasoy for more than 20 years and has
a client base of committed institutional

investors who are more like partners,
won’t be distracted from their knitting.
“The longer you hold a business,
the better you understand it,” says
Robinson. “That’s what we’re trying
to achieve.”
The flip side
Some of the geopolitical problems
that China faces also have a flip side.
Zheng notes that the US-China trade
war has made it easier for Chinese
semiconductor companies to gain local
market share.
In any case, some of these problems
may simply be part of the country’s
– and the world’s – evolution. China
is moving up the value chain. Zheng
predicts that 30 years from now, more
than 40% of the Chinese population will
have a college degree.
This is helping to drive growth in areas
such as engineering. But China’s biggest
asset is perhaps the entrepreneurial
population admired by Swarup. Zheng
notes that the names at the top of
the rich list change every five years
in China, whereas elsewhere they are
more static.
“That is an indication of how dynamic
the market is and how much innovation
and disruption is happening in the
market,” he says. “Those are the key
opportunities for China.” fe
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pursuing the private markets in China;
which has been a challenging segment
until recently.

so there are a few things on the horizon
to be cautious about over the next 12
months, which is explained by a number
of different factors, but that sits in the
context of us being constructive for lots
of different types of investors that China
should be part of the portfolio.
Simon Kellaway, Standard Chartered
– Although we have seen a significant
increase in terms of foreign institutional
investor allocations to Chinese equities,
the overwhelming focus appears to have
been on fixed income asset classes over
the past year or so. Everybody is familiar
with the increasing asset allocation to
Chinese securities as a result of index
inclusion changes across both equities
and fixed income; in itself, this has been
driving up levels of participation in China
exposure from overseas investors. In
terms of the perspective of relative
positioning of yield from fixed income
assets, Chinese government bonds are
performing particularly well, and that
gives them an additional edge to those
that need to allocate towards fixed
income asset classes when comparing
them to Western government debt
securities, where yields have collapsed
over the past few months. The relaxation
of inflationary threshold policies that have
recently been announced at the central
bankers’ Jackson Hole meeting goes a
long way in helping to reinforce the likely
longer-term disparity between Chinese
fixed income yields versus their Western
equivalents (even when FX conversion
costs are taken into consideration).
These two key factors will help to ensure
continued foreign investor interest in
direct Chinese fixed income assets in the
short to medium-term.
From an equity perspective, there is
also an increasing focus on technology
and technology-related stocks. This
is not limited to China, but is a global
phenomenon, particularly when it comes
to online commerce. Our everyday lives
have been radically impacted by the
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“THE US IN GLOBAL
PORTFOLIOS HAS A
WEIGHT OF 50% AND
CHINA ONLY ABOUT
5%. THAT’S A LARGE
IMBALANCE.”
Amandeep Shihn, Willis Towers Watson

pandemic – and one key market segment
where this is evident is within the online
world. Lockdown restrictions have fuelled
dramatic increases in online commerce
which has positively impacted many
high-profile Chinese technology stocks.
Enforced home-based leisure time has
also increased individual gaming activity,
which has made equity stocks that are
focused on this area more appealing.
The rise of home working, which is less
prevalent in China now but continues to
persist in other countries, particularly in
Europe and the US, has helped to drive
market valuations in video-conferencing
platforms and cloud software providers,
many of which have Chinese origins.
Standard Chartered recently conducted
a China investor sentiment survey with
Funds Europe and interestingly, about
16% of respondents were interested in

Daniel Booth, Border to Coast – Time
is an important perspective. If you look
back 500 years, China and India were
dominant global economies and the US
has come from nowhere over the last 150
to 200 years. So, emerging economies
are a perspective and China and India
are re-emerging economies who are
reclaiming their place in the world order.
China is further advanced than India, but
they are going in the same direction.
I have invested in onshore Chinese
markets since 2005. Following poor
performance in onshore markets in
2004, you then had the following two
years with 100%-plus returns for the
A-shares market.
Border to Coast sees China as a
strategically important market, which
is why we have split China out from the
rest of the emerging markets in our
recent public procurement. We think this
will be a future trend, so we want to be
positioned ahead of that. So, both the
increasing index allocations, you’ve seen
in the FTSE emerging markets go from
35% to 45% China allocation over the
last year, as well as the probability that
China will be reclassified and taken out
of emerging markets – we are trying to
position ahead of that.
China is also an interesting market
to play active management, there is
evidence of higher alpha in China versus
other parts of emerging markets, so it’s
a great market for active management
where there is not a lot of institutionalised
investment processes and therefore a
good area to play from both a strategic as
well as an active point of view.
If you look at the longer-term – five
to ten years – Chinese equities are still
trading at slight discounts compared to
US equities, so the long-term valuation
metrics. The fixed income markets will
benefit from the downward pressure
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on rates from an ageing demographic,
which ages drastically over the next ten
years. Long-duration Chinese bonds
will likely converge toward developed
market rates and therefore offer pretty
good value, and equities will benefit from
investor flows.
Amandeep Shihn, Willis Towers
Watson – Over the long-term, there
is great benefit from allocating capital
to China. The moves to make it easier
to invest in onshore assets by the
government has spurred that on. It’s not
as if China has been absolutely closed
off from investment in the past, we have
had clients allocating to domestic Chinese
equities in the past, it’s just a lot easier
now as investors no longer have to go
through the process of getting QFII and
RQFII quotas to trade. It’s important to
make the distinction that China has not
all of a sudden become investable – the
frictions for trading and investing in the
market have just come down.
Over the long-term we do want access
to China – it is under-represented in
global markets and we have got a
separate allocation to China alongside
our emerging markets allocation in
terms of our strategic overview. While
the weight of Chinese assets in the
emerging markets index has increased to
a dominant position, we have not broken
China out from emerging markets,
but investors on average tend to be
underweight domestic Chinese assets,
and so it makes sense at this stage to
have a separate China allocation. We
haven’t broken China out from emerging
markets because it’s still classified as
an emerging market country, in the
same way that if we’re looking at global
markets, the US is still a very dominant
part of global equity markets, and we
don’t necessarily break out US from
global and manage a global ex-US plus
US developed equity portfolio, not as
standard anyway.
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We prefer investors to utilise their
broadest opportunity sets. With China,
we see this as the all-China universe
rather than just domestic China, because
there are dual listings. It’s prudent, in our
opinion, to allow fund managers to be
able to allocate and make valuation calls
between listings for the same company
that might be on both exchanges, so
all-China gives you the broadest possible
opportunity set to leverage that view.
We are positive over the long-term, and
it seems strange that when you think
about the two global superpowers, the
US in global portfolios has a weight of
50% and China only about 5%. That’s a
large imbalance, particularly when you
see that there are more companies in the
Fortune 500 list of companies domiciled
in mainland China and Hong Kong than in
the USA. So, there’s a large skew in how
assets are allocated.
We are positive on wanting exposure
to fixed income markets, but we have
struggled to find what we believe to be
attractive net-of-fee proposition offerings
in government bonds, preferring instead
to access markets via currency and
interest rate mandates.
Booth – What do my colleagues think
about the potential development of
twin structures of the IT infrastructure
– if China and the US separate and we
get two systems, what are the risks
and opportunities from that? There’s
a risk that we get different internet
infrastructure, so there’s a lot of tension
between the US and China, and a lot of
the emerging markets are coming into
the China sphere of influence. There are
various restrictions going on – the buildout of 5G and so forth, so how might
that develop and what are the potential
opportunities and risks?
Bhambra – When we think about
tensions around the trade war, we
see them being played out around

“YOU HAVE TO PUT
THIS BIFURCATION
INTO CONTEXT – THE
SHEER SIZE OF THE
CHINESE MARKET
IS STAGGERING.
FOR EXAMPLE, THE
POPULATION OF
CHINA IS 1.4 BILLION
AND OF THOSE, 890
MILLION ARE ACTIVE
WECHAT USERS.”
Simon Kellaway, Standard Chartered

technology, and we have seen it with
Huawei and the experience of 5G more
locally here in Europe. It is going to be
interesting, given how quickly China
seems to be able to produce new
technologies. We see the Chinese tech
sector as disrupting itself, it is creating
technologies for itself that the rest of the
world is looking to and looking at how
it can adopt. This going to be a central
point of tension between US and China
when thinking about investment strategy
going forward. Bearing in mind this
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tension, and that US and Chinese tech
tends to operate in different spheres,
there are opportunities here to own both
regional sectors without a large amount
of overlap.
Kellaway – To a certain extent, we
believe that there’ll be an increase in
technology bifurcation between China
and the West.
You have to put this bifurcation into
context – the sheer size of the Chinese
market is staggering. For example, the
population of China is 1.4 billion people
and of those, 890 million are active
WeChat users – that’s 64%. That’s a huge
critical mass that helps to inform not only

“BEIJING HAD 120 OR
MORE DAYS EVERY
YEAR THAT WERE
CATEGORISED AS
HAVING SEVERE AIR
POLLUTION. IN THE
LAST FEW YEARS,
THEY HAVE GOT THAT
DOWN TO BETWEEN
20 AND 30.”
Armit Bhambra, BlackRock

the global adoption of this technology,
but also its continued development.
Shihn – There has generally
been a misrepresentation and a
misunderstanding of emerging markets,
and I include China in this, as always
being copiers and followers of what
happens in developed markets. In
actuality, what you see is because some
of the legacy infrastructure isn’t there,
there is greater ability to leapfrog and
create newer technology and solutions.
WeChat, for example has greater
functionality than WhatsApp; it’s unfair
to characterise everything as having to
have come from a developed market
world where everyone else follows. We
see that in parts of Africa as well – the
mobile payments systems, people don’t
necessarily go to bank branches, instead
they use mobile payment systems. We’re
still getting there in the UK and the US.

Funds Europe – What are the top three
risks facing China?
Shihn – It’s important to acknowledge
that risks exist with every investment
and in every market. It is unfair to
assume that just because China has
been less invested in the past, that it is
necessarily riskier than other markets.
Yes, geopolitical risks exist in between
countries, but if you look at the political
risks within a country, China is perhaps
more stable than many others. A
recent Harvard study shows the central
government has a higher approval rating
than any developed market country has
had for a leading party. You could call
the political risks investors face in China
more predictable in the sense that you
are faced with governance risks which
you may have greater awareness of,
compared to other markets.
Booth – People tend to underestimate
risk in developed markets and
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overexaggerate the risk in emerging
markets, so as investors, that gives us an
opportunity to accrue that risk premium.
It is a common investor mistake.
Bhambra – Investing in China does
come with risks, especially in the current
geopolitical climate, set against the
backdrop of US-China tensions – which
are here to stay, no matter who wins
the upcoming US presidential election.
One thing that we have seen in the US,
for example, is pressure from the White
House on large institutional investors to
consider their Chinese holdings. On the
other end of the spectrum, we are also
seeing increased demand for Chinese
products from some clients as China
improves its transparency metrics to
index provider standards. As this has
improved, we have seen Chinese equities
and bonds start to be included in greater
amounts in major indices, which has
indirectly also put pressure on large
institutional investors to consider which
benchmarks to use and how much China
allocation is within them.
Booth – I see three risks with China,
the first being the capital transmission
process: can they get an efficient capital
allocation strategy moving funding
away from levered state-owned
enterprises (SOEs) into small-mid cap
private enterprises?
Ageing demographics – the workforce
is going to age substantially over the
coming decade or two, so are they going
to age before they get really wealthy?
While GDP per capita has increased a lot,
it is still relatively low versus developed
markets standards, but the demographic
picture converges with the developed
world quickly.
Then liberalisation of capital markets
– you saw where they tried to create a
two-way currency flow, a lot of money
tried to leave China and they had to stop
that, because there’s a huge amount
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of internal savings with a desire for
international diversification, so then
you need to get international investors
interested to invest in your country to
offset that outflow. Liberalisation of
capital markets, ageing demographics
and capital transmission allocation would
be the three risks I identify.
Bhambra – Ageing demographics is a
big challenge – can they keep up with
themselves? An obvious one is the trade
war with the US continuing. We don’t
think that’s going away and if you look at
history, it has been there for a long time
and we expect it to be there irrespective
of the US presidential election result. The
policy path may be a little clearer with a
Democrat win, may be a little bit more
predictable if the Democrats win, but
that’s going to be there for some time,
and it will continue to flare up. Technology
will also be there. Finally, whilst it doesn’t
look like it will materialise, a second wave
of the coronavirus pandemic in China is a
potential risk. China has done well from
a policy perspective to control and react
to the associated growth shock of the
virus and lock down locally where there
have been spikes, but that is a maintained
risk for the whole world and China is not
immune from that either.
Kellaway – The ageing population, with
their increasing social and economic
expectations, and the associated pension
pressures will increasingly put further
stress on government finances. If you
look at the current pension provisions,
there are some concerns around how
well they are structured. Certainly, the
existing China Public Pension Fund,
the state’s DB scheme, is thought to be
under increasing pressure to provide
continuity of support for an ageing
population beyond 2035. This is going to
be a challenge, as is the broader issue of
government indebtedness.
A particular area of interest is ESG. I’m
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struck by the really tangible increase in
focus on ESG both by consumers and, to
a certain extent, investors, and whether
the Chinese economy – and particularly
the manufacturers – will be able to retool
away from mass-produced, throwaway
goods into more quality, longer-term,
sustainable products that many people
are starting to demand in order to reduce
both our impact on the environment
and also our use of precious minerals.
Whilst there are certainly green shoots

newer thing and they are behind
European standards, so when we are
appointing managers based in the US,
we work with them on questionnaires
and standards and expectations. We have
done the same with our China manager
search. We have an important role to play
as an asset owner in helping different
parts of the world adopt ESG standards
which have been pioneered in the UK and
Europe and create those global standards
going forward.

“CHINA MIGHT BE
THE GREATEST
RENEWABLE ENERGY
PRODUCER IN THE
WORLD, BUT THEY’RE
ALSO THE WORLD’S
BIGGEST DIRTY
ENERGY PRODUCER.”

Bhambra – As China internationalises
and increases access, index providers
and asset owners will be looking to
organisations and agencies there to
be able to demonstrate these types of
international standards from an ESG
perspective. From a balanced perspective,
it’s fair to say China is behind on a
number of different dimensions but it is
making progress. Air Pollution Index is
an interesting tangible example. If you
go back to 2008 to 2010, Beijing had 120
or more days every year which were
categorised as having severe air pollution,
but in the last few years they have got
that down to between 20 and 30. From
an environmental perspective, things are
being done to try and curb emissions, and
that evidence of moving towards a more
low carbon-type of industry and nation
– which is really at the forefront of a lot
of European investors’ minds – is coming
through in different ways.
The other interesting aspect is the
issuance of green bonds. China has been
the biggest issuer of green bonds yearon-year since 2016. It’s a big economy,
it’s a big country, and if you just look at it
from an amount perspective that’s a little
bit deceiving, but that’s another signal
of the beginnings and continuation of a
sustainable revolution.

Amandeep Shihn, Willis Towers Watson

of ESG focus in China, there is a sense
that this has a way to go before it
becomes mainstream.
Booth – China is the largest renewable
producer in the world, it has the largest
electrical vehicle market in the world
and there are big internal concerns
over food safety. I’m told a major
conversation at Chinese dinner parties
nowadays is around where the food
comes from before people actually eat it.
There is a recognition of environmental
impact and that the Chinese are more
aligned to the European standards
and ideals, although from a different
cultural perspective. However, there’s
a realisation that they want to move to
sustainable growth, and that’s not just on
sustainable debt financing but also on the
environmental sustainability.
We have to work with a lot of our US
managers on ESG because it’s a relatively

Shihn – People also tend to forget
that China has four different carbon
trading regimes while Europe is still
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trying to figure out how to do and
implement something that works across
all countries. Although those carbon
tax regimes are low, China is at least
experimenting and trying to see what
works and moving in the right direction,
which is more than can be said for other
economies. It is, however, also worth
reflecting on the fact that they might be
the greatest renewable energy producer
in the world, but they’re also the world’s
biggest dirty energy producer. China still
remains the biggest producer of fossil
fuels and heavy coal production globally.
On the social side of things, globally,
consumers are increasingly aware of
where their goods come from and
what the proceeds are being used for.
This will have an impact on companies
across supply chains in China in terms
of product offerings and operating
practices. But it is important for investors
to understand differences in social
norms and expectations within markets
do exist, and so there will not always
be consistency in views, opinions and
operating norms. But it is always going to
be easier to criticise those norms which
we are less familiar with. It’s not that one
regime is better than another, it’s just
that they are different and when thinking
about social issues, they can be raised
from different perspectives.
On the governance side, this has
been one of the bigger drawbacks and
concerns for investors in terms of capital
allocation to China, and similar risks have
been prevalent across other emerging
markets as well. It would be reasonable
to say that ESG standards in China are
poorer than what we might expect, but
standards are improving and all markets
have risks. When we think about some
of the biggest ESG scandals in recent
times, many of them have stemmed
from developed rather than emerging
markets, such as the Gulf of Mexico oil
spill, Wirecard, Equifax. Governance is a
key investment issue across all markets,
and standards and expectations vary.
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When implementing ESG views on
investment decisions, it is important to
assess issues with consistent principles,
while understanding and appreciating
that the application of those principles
may vary based on different market
structures and norms. When looking
at governance structures, for example,
investors want to ensure that as
minority stakeholders, their rights will
be protected. Within developed markets,
investors typically will look for broad
shareholder structures and professional
management, while in emerging markets,

“THE SHIFT IN POWER
IS UNRELENTING...
IT’S FAIR TO SAY THE
TABLES ARE TURNING,
IF NOT ALREADY
TURNED.”
Armit Bhambra, BlackRock

it is more prevalent to see family-owned
and operated businesses where investors
may prefer to be aligned with the
outcomes of the controlling entity.

Funds Europe – In terms of ease of
access when it comes to China, how
easy it is for investors to access the
market and which routes stand out?
Booth – We are just about to launch
a China mandate and go public with
the selection of Chinese managers
that we have undertaken. One of the
big questions was: ‘Can we actually
implement an all-China strategy using
the Hong Kong Connect, and how much
of the universe do we miss out?’ What
we found is that the big liquid stocks
are comfortable using the Hong Kong
Connect, so we haven’t had any pushback
from the credible large managers as part
of that selection process, including the
ones that we selected. That makes it a lot

easier for us than having to go through
the old route of QFII licences.
Shihn – Stock Connect has definitely
made investing in onshore China a lot
easier, it’s reduced those frictions for
trading dramatically. There is still an
advantage for investors who can trade
A-Shares directly, utilising quotas and
local licences, because the investment
opportunity set is still so much broader
than it is via Stock Connect.
Bhambra – An interesting perception
here is what you see with respect to
some transaction costs on some of our
exchange traded funds (ETFs). If you
go back to when some of BlackRock’s
iShares products were relying on the QFII
and RQFII quotas, what you would have
found was that the transaction costs
were significantly higher for investors
versus now being on the Stock Connect
programme. So, the way that investors
are using these types of products has
also changed. It was very difficult for an
investor to use a China ETF using the
RQFII or QFII quotas when the transaction
costs were 100 basis points or north of
100 basis points. Acting tactically when
the frictional costs were so high was
challenging, whereas now on the Stock
Connect programme, those costs have
come down a quarter or a fifth of the
original costs, and so now we’re seeing
that investor behaviour is being permitted
in different ways because of the way
that China has opened it up from an
access perspective.
Kellaway – From a mechanical
perspective, going back to our recent
China investor sentiment survey, 42% of
respondents said that ease of access was
positively influencing them in terms of
capital allocation and further investment
into China. Since the beginning of
January, we have seen a significant
increase in terms of the use of the Hong
Kong Connect schemes to access China
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securities: in July, Bond Connect saw
75.5 billion of RMB (€9.33 billion) inflow,
which was a new monthly record.
From our perspective, while we
obviously do not see the entire market,
we have a sizeable share of both the
Bond Connect and the Stock Connect
access channels. Recent regulatory
liberalisations coupled with relative
investment opportunities has resulted in
explosive growth in our Bond Connect
AUC, up 63% since January. Associated
transaction volumes are up 132% and
we’ve experienced a 25% increase in
terms of active client accounts.
For Stock Connect, whilst the numbers
are slightly less, and probably due to
both the relative investment positioning
of equities as well as the lack of ability
to use this channel to access all local
market underlying equities, they have
still been impressive. AUC is up from
the beginning of January by about
50% and transaction volumes up by
31%. So, although there has been quite
a lot of work by the regulators to try
and ease access through some of the
traditional QFII and RQFII routes, the
Connect programmes, broadly speaking,
still offer easier and quicker access to
China exposure. Today, we are looking at
getting a Bond Connect account up and
running in two to three weeks, whereas
at the beginning of the year this could
have taken up to two months. Now less
documentation is required and hence
access is easier, so there’s been a positive
real immediate impact in terms of the
recent liberalisation measures.
Shihn – One of the areas which still
needs some work is the ability to short
stocks for efficient market-pricing
purposes in China. That’s not necessarily
just for international investors but for
all market participants to care about, if
one believes that shorting stocks can
lead to more efficient markets or a more
efficient price-setting mechanism.
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Kellaway – Unfortunately, some of the
recent events here in north Asia suggest
that is probably not going to happen
soon. Korea has recently extended its
short-selling ban by a further six months.
Taiwan originally banned short-selling for
six months at the start of the pandemicinduced volatility, but this ban has now
lapsed and shorting securities has been
permitted again.

“MANY REGARD THE
US PULLING OUT OF
THE TRANS-PACIFIC
PARTNERSHIP AS
A BIG STRATEGIC
MISTAKE BECAUSE
IT PUSHED THE
REST OF ASIA INTO
CHINA’S SPHERE OF
INFLUENCE.”

a market that has become a lot more
transparent in terms of publishing clear
company financials – if you are looking
for a public listing, particularly in the US,
then financial transparency is a critical
prerequisite.
Along with the fallout from the
passing of the National Security Act in
Hong Kong, so the pressure for large
Chinese companies to increasingly use
the Hong Kong SAR as an international
financial conduit to gain access to
international capital, rather than New
York, is on the rise. In this regard, Hong
Kong’s stellar financial reputation, the
solidity of its regime, it’s deep liquidity
and the confidence that international
investors have in its legal structure all
play a major part in the attractiveness
of the territory for international listings.
Locally onshore, it’s a slightly different
matter and there are many underlying
issues that institutional investors need
to be thoughtful of when venturing into
this area.

Daniel Booth, Border to Coast

Funds Europe – In terms of doing
business in China in the securities
sector, what types of investor
protections exist? How do they work?
Kellaway – That’s an interesting
perspective, because you start touching
really upon some of the aspects of
efficient investing such as transparency
and openness in terms of the ability
to really dig into companies’ financial
positions and accounting reports in a
clearer and cleaner fashion. I would
broadly state that the investor protections
in some investment sub-segments
boil down to caveat emptor. It’s not a
completely opaque market, certainly not
in a way that it was originally perceived
when it first opened to professional
institutional investors, or when QFII was
first established many years ago. It’s

Funds Europe – While tensions
between the US and China have risen,
financial integration between the
world’s two largest economies has
actually deepened due to increasing
economic liberalisation from Beijing.
Do you think the bark is greater than
the bite, given that the inflows into
China have risen despite the trade
tensions and the pandemic, or do you
expect greater decoupling from China?
Booth – The Chinese and US economies
benefit from the crisis because of
the flight to safety from elsewhere. I
would emphasise the point about the
danger that we are going to create two
different internet infrastructures with
China and the US and having separate
worlds with different countries and
regions in different spheres of influence.
This is a real risk and could have some
profound implications.
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Bhambra – We are becoming
increasingly bifurcated, with the US and
China at different poles. This is here
to stay and has been accelerated by
the pandemic. This bifurcation creates
opportunity, though, and increases the
need to view China as an allocation in and
of itself in portfolios. It’s a rivalry that will
be played out in many different areas,
such as technology. Another observation
is how other countries will have to choose
who they play with and how that’s going
to play out on a global stage. Again, that
may well be through technology, but
the shift in power is unrelenting. Going
back to 1990, 60% of global GDP was
accounted for by three regions: North
America, Europe and Japan. Today,
Asia ex-Japan accounts for more than
those three put together, it’s nearly 40%,
whereas those three regions are now
under 40%, and that is travelling in one
direction. How the interactions between
these two big players play out over time,
where they play out and how other
countries interact to that will really define
capital flow for a while. It’s fair to say the
tables are turning, if not already turned.
Booth – Many regard the US pulling out
of the Trans-Pacific Partnership as a
big strategic mistake because it pushed
the rest of Asia into China’s sphere of
influence. That is going to have profound
long-term consequences. The amount of
interregional trade in Asia has exploded
over the last five years, so it’s now a selfcontained regional powerhouse in itself.
Shihn – Capital flows and how countries
deal with China and the US is going to
shape the recipients or providers of those
capital flows and who they go to for their
debt and infrastructure development.
This is going to have a huge implication
on how those economies function.
You’ve seen that in some frontier and
emerging markets, and even some
developed markets where there is a large
amount of indebtedness to China. This is
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a change in the balance of power from
countries being backed by typically USdenominated debt. What the long-term
implications will be remains to be seen,
because these are complex adaptive
systems and markets and political
regimes will continue to change.
In the long-term, we could look at
there being five likely potential global
scenarios: globalisation in a world of USled unipolarity; globalisation in a world
of China-led unipolarity; globalisation
in a multi-polar world; regionalisation
in a multi-polar world; and an end to
globalisation in a multi-polar world.

“IT’S A MARKET THAT
NO INVESTOR CAN
AFFORD TO IGNORE.”
Simon Kellaway, Standard Chartered

Since the dawn of time, we’ve seen
empires rise and fall. The question is,
how long is your time horizon? Over the
next decade or so, it would be reasonable
to expect regionalisation to share the
map of influence around a multi-polar
geopolitical order led by both the US
and China.

Funds Europe – Are you optimistic or
pessimistic about the investment/
distribution landscape in China?
Shihn – We are optimistic. China is
underrepresented in investor portfolios
by an order of magnitude far greater
than one would expect, given the scale
of market opportunity and its global
influence, even considering recent
trade tensions between China and
the US – with typical investor portfolio
exposure to China being around 5%,
compared to around 50% for the US.
The opening up and reforms of Chinese
capital markets are expected to continue
over the next decade. That should
allow global investors to become more

knowledgeable and more comfortable
when it comes to owning Chinese assets.
There will be challenges and as with any
journey, it will not be plain sailing, but
we remain optimistic and think the time
to start building up knowledge of the
market and portfolio exposure is now.
Booth – Optimistic over the mediumterm, which would be five to ten years,
and cautiously optimistic over the
longer-term because they do have some
challenges to deal with. The biggest one
is the demographic transition and how
that plays out.
Bhambra – I am optimistic. In the longterm, what we are seeing is a once-ina-generation, even potentially longer,
change in global power and capital, and
investors have got a fantastic opportunity
in front of them now across both equities
and bonds for China, not just for the
return story, but also diversification. This
long-term optimism is slightly tempered
by very real structural risks, namely the
deterioration of US-China relations. While
this environment may have indirectly
contributed to the opportunity in China, it
remains a significant tail risk.
Kellaway – We are cautiously optimistic.
We are continuing as an institution to
invest heavily in the China market, both
from a resources perspective as well as
a capital standpoint. We do believe that
opportunities are there in the mediumterm. Just think about the numbers,
in particular the emergence of the
middle class – there are 400 million in
that category alone, which is a greater
population than the whole of the US and
almost the same as the EU. There’s been
a huge rise in GDP, and a proven ability to
harness technology in the way that has
demonstrated that the increasing focus
of the Chinese is not solely on efficient
replication but also on progressive
innovation. It’s a market that no investor
can afford to ignore. fe
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China, climate change
and new indexes
FUNDS EUROPE TALKS TO SEBASTIEN LIEBLICH OF MSCI ABOUT THE DEVELOPMENT
OF CHINA AND THE LAUNCH OF TWO NEW CHINA CLIMATE-CHANGE INDEXES.
SINCE 2018, MSCI has included
domestic Chinese A-shares in its
flagship emerging markets index. The
move reflected the growing demand
for Chinese assets among international
investors, but what impact will it have
on investors looking to increase their
allocation to China and what does it
mean for both emerging market and
global equity market portfolios?

“THE CHOICE TO
TREAT CHINA AS A
SEPARATE ASSET
CLASS REALLY
DEPENDS ON THE
CONVICTION OF THE
INVESTOR.”
Sebastien Lieblich

“Clearly there is a mechanistic impact,”
says Sebastien Lieblich, managing
director and global head of Index
Solutions Research at MSCI. “We have
seen a dramatic increase in the names,
from 300 to more than 450,” he says.
There has also been a noticeable
increase in weighting given the rise in
allocation for both onshore and offshore
China stocks. “When offshore names
and onshore A-shares are combined,
it accounts for almost 5% of the ACWI
index, which amounts to a significant
increase,” says Lieblich.

So what does this mean for the
Chinese equity market? “More capital
has flowed into China in the last three
years including capital flows from
indexers replicating broad-based market
indexes such as the MSCI Emerging
Markets Index,” says Lieblich.
“It is thought that institutional
capital is less volatile than retail flow
so will bring more stability to China’s

investment market,” says Lieblich.
And while the market has generally
been more stable over the last three
years, it is still too early to tell if that
it is a direct result of an increase
in institutional inflows or a happy
coincidence. Either way, says Lieblich,
the Chinese authorities have reason to
be encouraged by the development.
As for investors, they will have to

 THE MARKET’S BUSY - Mo re and mo re in ter n ation al inves tors are in teres ted in C h in es e as s ets , s ay s MSC I ’s Sebas tien Lieblic h .
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decide what constitutes an appropriate
allocation to Chinese assets in the wake
of this increase in weighting There are
two options, says Lieblich – to follow an
integrated approach where a China A
component is embedded into the index
or to instead develop a dedicated and
segregated China-based strategy.
“The choice to treat China as a
separate asset class really depends on
the conviction of the investor. Many of
those that have followed a segregated
approach have done so because they
want to own more China A-shares than
they are currently allowed to do through
the MSCI index and the 20% limit on
China A-shares.”
ESG challenges
One of the most notable trends in recent
years has been the growing demand
for sustainable investment in the Asia
market and in China particularly. This
has led to much greater scrutiny of
China’s ESG credentials from foreign
investors and Chinese authorities have
reacted to the trend by providing more
training and awareness campaigns for
companies, says Lieblich.
But despite these efforts, some
notable challenges remain for investors
and index providers alike. “The biggest
challenge is the transparency of
the information needed to assess
companies’ ESG performance,” he says.
Three years ago it was very difficult
to get this information, but there has
been a huge improvement in disclosure
since then, says Lieblich. There has
also been an attempt to align the
ESG data with international standards
so that Chinese companies can be
included in a global context by the
various ESG ratings and index providers,
including MSCI.
“The Chinese authorities have put a
lot of effort into ensuring companies
understand international standards,
especially on the climate side,” he says.
This push has led MSCI to launch
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two new China-based climate change
indexes in August. The new indexes
are based on the MSCI China Index and
MSCI China A Index and will enable
investors in China stocks to increase
their allocation to companies with lower
carbon emissions.
“The ‘environmental’ aspect of ESG
is arguably the most important for
Chinese authorities at this point as it
seeks to balance the need to reduce

“JUST LIKE OTHER
COUNTRIES, CHINA
IS UNDER PRESSURE
TO ADDRESS CLIMATE
CHANGE... WE
WANTED TO PROVIDE
ANOTHER TOOL FOR
INVESTORS THAT
CAPTURES THESE
DEVELOPMENTS.”
pollution with the need to sustain
economic output.
“Our indexes are in line with the
Chinese government’s initiative to
transition to a lower-carbon economy.
Just like other countries, China is
under pressure to address climate
change. Companies have to disclose
climate-change risk in their reporting
and China has committed to the Paris
Agreement. So, we wanted to provide
another tool for investors that captures
these developments.”
MSCI will also be exploring what
other investment products could be
developed as a result of the index and it
continues to work with fund managers
looking to develop themed ETFs based
on its indexes. For example, in July
BlackRock launched an ETF in Hong
Kong that provides exposure to the MSCI
Emerging Markets Index, the territory’s
first global emerging markets ETF.

The relationship between MSCI and
BlackRock continues to be an important
element in the index provider’s product
development. “We have a very good
relationship with BlackRock that has
only increased in terms of quality and
quantity,” says Lieblich.
Covid and the path ahead
While Covid-19 has cast a long shadow
over the global economy, the effect on
the demand for indexes and passive
investing has been negligible, says
Lieblich. This is especially true for
Chinese investors he says. “The most
likely impact from the pandemic will
be the emergence of new ETFs based
on Covid-related themes such as the
disruption of traditional work practices
or the different fortunes of certain
sectors such as hospitality or digital
technology,” he says.
How does Lieblich view China over the
next 12 months? The Chinese authorities
seem intent on continuing to open up
the market and the demand among
international investors shows no sign of
abating. But when it comes to increasing
the weighting on its indexes to China
stocks, MSCI has laid down a number of
technical conditions that need to be met,
says Lieblich.
“We have laid down four clear
requirements,” he says. “The first
related to the settlement cycle on Stock
Connect, while the other requirements
are related to the availability of
derivative instruments on and offshore,
the alignment of holidays between
Hong Kong and China for Stock Connect
and availability of omnibus trading
mechanism in Stock Connect.
“We hope these will be addressed by
the Chinese authorities. Clearly there is
a great demand for Chinese assets that
could outgrow the current 20% cap but
as an index provider for global investors,
the way we assess markets is based on
their accessibility to global investors,”
says Lieblich.
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A wealth of potential
CHINA’S AMBITIOUS PLANS TO CREATE A ‘WEALTH MANAGEMENT CONNECT’
SYSTEM ACROSS THE GREATER BAY AREA COULD BENEFIT HONG KONG FUND
MANAGERS TREMENDOUSLY, WRITES CITITRUST CHAIRMAN STEWART ALDCROFT.
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THE OPENING UP of the Greater
Bay Area (GBA) in China for financial
services products has the potential to
offer one of the greatest opportunities
available for both local and global fund
managers in Hong Kong.
China has declared an intent to create
‘Wealth Management Connect’ across

“AN ANNOUNCEMENT
FROM THE PEOPLE’S
BANK OF CHINA
HAS LIT THE BLUE
TOUCHPAPER
TO ONE OF THE
MOST EXCITING
OPPORTUNITIES IN
FINANCIAL SERVICES
ANYWHERE IN
THE WORLD.”
the GBA, which will eventually allow a
wide range of financial services products
cross-border access to more than 70
million people. Wealth Management
Connect (WMC) will enable use of
eligible mutual funds, bank deposits,
insurance products, securities and
potentially pensions from Hong Kong to
be sold anywhere in the GBA.
For fund managers, the opportunity
to sell their Hong Kong products to
an economically wealthy area around
ten times the size of Hong Kong is
unprecedented.
What is the GBA?
In 2017, China’s president, Xi Jinping,
announced the formation of a new
economic region in southern China to
be called the Greater Bay Area. The GBA
encompasses an area including Hong
Kong, Shenzhen, Macau, Guangdong
and seven other Chinese cities, that has
a population of over 70 million i.e. twice

the size of California, bigger than France
or the UK, with a total GDP of around
the same as California. The objective
of the development is ultimately to
provide borderless, seamless access
to a wide range of goods, services, and
other economic activities, especially
manufacturing, technology, design
and financial services. Each major city
in the GBA would become the centre
for certain types of activities, thus
Shenzhen may become the technology
hub, Guangdong the manufacturing hub
and Hong Kong the financial hub.
In May 2020, an announcement
from the People’s Bank of China
(PBoC), together with the other key
regulators for the banking, insurance
and securities industries, has lit the
blue touchpaper to one of the most
exciting opportunities in financial
services anywhere in the world. WMC
will allow cross-border sale of financial
products within the GBA. On 29 June,
the Hong Kong Monetary Authority and
the Monetary Authority of Macao joined
with the PBoC to confirm the WMC
pilot scheme in the GBA. In August, the
PBoC and other Chinese regulators
issued further guidance on what can
be expected.
What has been proposed?
The GBA outline development plan
was issued in February 2019 to more
formally establish the GBA. The GBA
(Circular 2020-95) was issued on
May 14, 2020 by the PBoC together
with the CSRC, CBIRC and SAFE, to
announce 26 clauses or “opinions”
for consideration, to in effect create a
Wealth Management Connect system
across the GBA that follows similar
access routes to the well-established
Stock and Bond Connect and Mutual
Recognition of Funds (MRF) routes
between Hong Kong and China.
WMC is intended to be run in
parallel with other established cross-

border access routes. It will allow
development of financial products
for an array of wealth management
products, including bank deposits,
mutual funds, exchange-traded funds
(ETFs), securities, private equity and
credit products, medical, accident and
vehicle insurance products and life
insurance products.
At this stage, a final definition of
what constitutes wealth management
products is awaited and thus what
may be eligible for inclusion. It can be
assumed they will be all those that most
people in the industry are familiar with
and that have been widely available in
Hong Kong for many years. Of course, it
should not be forgotten that in making
them available, it is intended this
should be across the GBA, thus many
similar products in China will become
available in Hong Kong for the first time
too. This potentially could lead to price
competition, which may be no bad thing
for consumers across the region.
Where should fund managers focus?
The focus for fund managers
undoubtedly should be on having their
unit trust and mutual fund products
available to be sold across the GBA. It
is being made clear by the regulators
on both sides of the border that only
locally domiciled products can and
will be eligible for inclusion. Further,
rather than rely on the MRF, there is
a desire to achieve an independent
criteria for what funds will be allowed.
These will be funds that have a low-tomedium risk rating, don’t use leverage,
derivatives or other enhancements,
and will likely be ‘plain vanilla’ in their
investment objectives.
For global fund managers, unless
they have already established Hong
Kong-domiciled funds, they will not be
able to participate in the GBA Wealth
Management Connect programme, as
Ucits products from Luxembourg or
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Dublin are excluded. In aiming for an
entirely different set of criteria from
those applicable for MRF, funds can
avoid some of the previous sticking
points under MRF of the 50/50 split
of investors, minimum age and size of
fund. But a big advantage may be that
it could allow greater sub-advisory
opportunities or feeder or fund-offund products to be included, both
of which can enlarge the scope of
products available.
Closed loop system, restrictions
Inevitably, as has occurred with all
the other China access schemes,
WMC within the GBA will face some
restrictions. While most of these have
not yet been confirmed, it is expected
there may be quotas for the aggregate
value of investment assets allowed
to flow across borders. There may
well be minimum thresholds set for
individual investors, clearly aiming to
provide these services to the higher
new worth target group, but also a
maximum amount per person that can
be invested.
It is also expected that for mainland
investors buying Hong Kong financial
products, there will be a ‘closed
capital circulation management’ policy
adopted. This ‘closed loop’ in effect will
mean that an investor in China may only
buy through their bank in China and
only be allowed to get their money back
through the same bank in China. There
will not be product fungibility, thus you
can’t buy in Shenzhen and get money
back in Hong Kong, for example. This
has been the well-established route for
MRF, using ChinaClear, thus most fund
managers already on the MRF system
will be familiar with the circumstances.
Who will do distribution?
Banks will be given priority for
distribution. This may be due to them
being the best-established route across
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“IN 2020 ALREADY,
CHINA’S RETAIL
INVESTORS HAVE
POURED MORE THAN
$141 BILLION INTO
THE LAUNCH OF OVER
640 NEW FUNDS.”
Stewart Aldcroft
China already, and thus a familiar place
for end-investors to go for advice.
Banks on each side of the GBA are
expected to work with each other to
provide the facilities.
The potential of WMC in the GBA is
unlimited. In 2020 already, China’s

retail investors have poured more than
RMB1 trillion (US$141 billion) into the
launch of over 640 new funds in 2020
year to date, demonstrating their need
to find more attractive investment
propositions. But it is also clear many
global fund managers in Hong Kong are
at this stage unprepared and not able
to participate, often because they have
not established any locally domiciled
funds that could be included. This is a
shame, as quite clearly any scheme that
provides more opportunities must be
considered attractive.
Stewart Aldcroft is chairman of
Cititrust Limited, and senior adviser
for Citi’s Markets and Securities
Services, based in Hong Kong.
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Surveyed investors expect China to lead
global economic recovery. What say you?
INVESTMENT FLOWS INTO CHINA WILL ACCELERATE OVER THE COMING 12 MONTHS,
DESPITE CONCERNS ABOUT A SLOWING GLOBAL ECONOMY AND THE IMPACT OF US-TRADE
TENSIONS, ACCORDING TO THE EARLY FINDINGS OF A FUNDS EUROPE SURVEY CONDUCTED
IN PARTN ERSHIP WITH STANDARD CHARTERED.
IN PRELIMINARY RESULTS from
this 2020 China Investor Sentiment
Survey, 47% of respondents said
that their institution (or their investor
clients) will increase their investment
to China. A further 11% said they will
invest in China for the first time, with
only 6% indicating they will reduce their
investment allocations to China over the
coming year.
Simon Kellaway, Head of Greater
China Securities Services at Standard
Chartered, said: “These results highlight
a positive outlook for China that aligns
with what are seeing on the ground.
Despite the headwinds created by the
Covid-19 pandemic and global economic
slowdown, the survey predicts growth in
domestic and cross-border investment
that exceeds our internal predictions.”
Driving this optimism is a belief that
China will play a key role in leading the
global economy out of its Covid-induced
slowdown. The Chinese economy
grew by 3.2% y-o-y in Q2, according to
Trading Economics, making it the first
major economy to report growth after
easing its lockdown restrictions.
Confronted globally by low interest
rates, weak dividend forecasts and
fears of recession, investors are turning
to China in their search for yield. “For
fixed income investors, China’s bond
markets offer attractive yields relative
to their equivalents in other large global
economies,” says Kellaway. “Chinese

“THESE RESULTS
HIGHLIGHT A POSITIVE
OUTLOOK FOR CHINA
THAT ALIGNS WITH
WHAT WE ARE SEEING
ON THE GROUND.”
Simon Kellaway

equities have on average risen more
than 6.8% ytd, which compares well

with many equity markets around the
world. The survey also demonstrates
that investors are excited by new
investment opportunities in China,
particularly those in private markets.”
Survey responses so far indicate
that it is becoming easier for foreign
investors to access the Chinese market,
both through onshore and offshore
channels. China’s regulators have taken
steps to streamline the QFII and RQFII
programmes (removing the ‘quota’
requirement, expediting the registration
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process) and to broaden access to
China’s domestic bond markets through
CIBM Direct.
However, Kellaway says that Stock
Connect and Bond Connect remain
the access channels of choice for
many international asset managers
and institutional investors, offering
simple registration and fast entry
for those who previously found it
challenging to execute their investment
ambitions in China through the QFII or
RQFII schemes.
With the part inclusion of China
A-shares in the MSCI Emerging Markets
Equities Index from May 2018, this
has driven a surge of investment into
China through Stock Connect, the
equities trading link between China’s
mainland markets and the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange.
Index inclusion has also encouraged
northbound investment flows into local
currency government bonds and policy
bank bonds via Bond Connect, following
the phased introduction of these bond
securities in the Bloomberg Barclays
Global Aggregate and the JPMorgan
Emerging Market Bond indices which
began in 2019.
“As China’s trade surplus gradually
narrows and the vertiginous rates of
growth delivered by some Chinese
companies revert to more moderate
levels, the opportunities for asset
managers that are skilled at stock
picking will become increasingly
important,” says Kellaway. This point is
confirmed by the survey results, where
41% of respondents say that activelymanaged fund products will be central
to their investment strategies in China.
While the survey predicts a positive
outlook for China-bound investment, it
finds that respondents are monitoring
economic and political developments
very closely, both within the Greater
China region and globally, to identify
potential risks and opportunities these
may present for their investment
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“BUILDING A
LOCAL ENTITY,
CREATING THE RIGHT
PRODUCT SET AND
DEVELOPING STRONG
DISTRIBUTION
RELATIONSHIPS WITH
LOCAL PARTNERS
REQUIRES DETAILED
PLANNING AND
DUE DILIGENCE.
THIS IS NOT AN
ENVIRONMENT FOR
FOREIGN ENTITIES
SIMPLY LOOKING FOR
A FAST PAY CHEQUE.”
strategies (52%).
Respondents also highlight USChina trade tensions (43%), regulatory
uncertainty (25%) and the need for
transparent financial reporting and
accounting standards (19%) as being

primary factors that are shaping their
decisions to invest in China.
For asset managers wishing to
establish a local presence in China,
Kellaway says this must be viewed as
a medium-to-long-term play. “The
task of building a local entity, creating
the right product set and developing
strong distribution relationships with
local partners requires detailed planning
and due diligence. This is not an
environment for foreign entities simply
looking for a fast pay cheque.”
“With strong opportunities that China
offers for yield generation, and with
steps that the Chinese authorities
are making to liberalise access to the
market, we will see stronger interest
in investing in China over the coming
24 months, both through establishing
a fund management presence on the
ground and through investing from
offshore locations,” concludes Kellaway.

This article is based on preliminary
results from the Funds Europe 2020
China Investor Sentiment Survey, in
partnership with Standard Chartered.
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‘China is the 800-pound gorilla’
JUST OVER A YEAR INTO HIS NEW ROLE, WAI-KWONG SECK, CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER AT EASTSPRING INVESTMENTS, DISCUSSES WHAT
MAKES CHINA EYE-CATCHING.

You have been in the role of chief
executive for just over a year. How
have you settled in, what challenges
have you faced and what are your
long-term aims?
I am about 15 months into my role at
Eastspring. The first year has been
spent on three key things: people,
purpose and strategy.
The key thing about this business is
people, and I have spent a lot of time
working on that and building the team
and identifying new leadership.
The second is purpose, because the
company needs to have a purpose
behind which my colleagues can rally.
Each one of us needs to have a ‘why’
that we
are working towards.
Our purpose
statement is:
“Experts in Asia.
Invested in your
future.” We see
Asia as our home,
we are in 11 markets all
across Asia and have a
bigger footprint than any
other multinational fund
management company
in Asia. We have a physical
presence, people and offices
on the ground and are able to
leverage that knowledge for the
benefit of our clients.
Our goal is summarised as “five
by four”. We are slightly north of
US$200 billion ($241 billion as at
December 31, 2019) in assets under
management and our goal is to
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“THE COMPANY
NEEDS TO HAVE
A PURPOSE
BEHIND WHICH MY
COLLEAGUES CAN
RALLY. EVERY ONE OF
US NEEDS TO HAVE A
‘WHY’ THAT WE ARE
WORKING TOWARDS.”
Wai-Kwong Seck
get to $500 billion by 2024, so a little bit
more than double from where we are in
the next four years. That is the goal that
we have set and within that, we have
developed strategies for investments.
We call it the “three-pillar strategy” for
investments and distribution – they
work together to actually deliver this,
but it’s not just about numbers.
At the end of the day, how do we then
contribute that into society? When we
talk about invested in your future, the
whole notion of ESG must come into
play, because that is what the future is
all about and if we care about the future,
we should also be concerned about ESG.
Asia is only slowly catching up in this
area. My colleagues in the UK, Europe
and the US are more advanced. It is
partly due to education and a lot of
organisations are working towards
that, and the Monetary Authority of
Singapore (MAS), our local regulator,
is very supportive of promoting
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ESG and encouraging responsible
investment. They have been holding
discussions with several of us in the
industry to talk about how they can
be supportive of moves towards
sustainable investments. In Asia
specifically, the ESG challenge is both
on the supply and demand, because
this is still relatively new here. The
demand from investors is not as strong
as it should be, but we can see that it
is growing. On the other hand, in terms
of what we call supply – the supply of
investable securities, for example – we
are building a sustainable Asia bond
fund. Finding paper to invest in has been
challenging, but these are still early
days and we continue to talk to various
parties, counterparties, distributors and
issuers. Looking ahead, there will be
more for both the supply and demand
side. It is still early days, but we expect
that demand to grow in the days ahead.
Is ESG something you look to deploy
in terms of assessing risk across all
your strategies?
If a company abides by a lot of
these ESG principles, from a risk
management perspective, that will
give investors a lot of comfort. So,
that is also something which will help
to accelerate the interest and more
importantly, the participation, in ESG
funds. We look at it the same way and
what we like to do is see how we can
continue to do that across Asia, but we
also have to be realistic, because across
Asia this is just an emerging trend and
we like to support that.
What is your investment outlook for
China over the coming 12-18 months
amid global economic volatility, the
Covid-19 pandemic and the US-China
trade war?
China is the 800-pound gorilla that
everybody is looking at and it will
continue to be a major factor in
terms of the spill-over effects on

the economies across the region
and around the world. If markets are
any indication – the markets have
continued to rally in China after there
were signs that the Covid-19 situation
has improved there. There are still
some clusters of infections, but the
numbers have actually come down
quite drastically. Both in China and
elsewhere, performance in the [stock]
markets are going to be very much
tied to the trajectory of the Covid-19
infections in those locations.
In the case of China, because of the
improvement in the situation, the
economy seems to be getting back up
to speed and there will be an expected
pick-up in the Chinese economy over
the course of the year, but the rate
of growth is likely to be slow. In the
past couple of years, growth has been
around 6%, but this year it will perhaps
be around 3% because of the knock-on
effects of Covid-19.
In China, the key structural drivers
are the strong pace of technological
innovation, and people are impressed
with some of the things that they
have done – especially in terms of
the internet and how that has been

leveraged across the country, the
shifting demographics across the
country and, related to that, very strong
domestic consumption. These are three
key factors that are moving in China’s
favour and they are going to be very
strong for sustainable growth.
We have had a presence in China for
a number of years and about two years

“WHEN WE TALK
ABOUT INVESTED
IN YOUR FUTURE,
THE WHOLE NOTION
OF ESG MUST COME
INTO PLAY BECAUSE
THAT IS WHAT
THE FUTURE IS
ALL ABOUT.”
ago, we started a wholly foreign-owned
enterprise (WFOE) with two people
and now have a team of 21 and are still
growing. We have launched private
fund management products, Qualified
Domestic Limited Partnership (QDLP)
products, as well as Sicav products for
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both equities and fixed income. The
team there has done well. At the end of
May [2020], they have outperformed
the local stock market indices by large
margins since inception.
There could be further upside in the
Chinese market in the second half of
2020 – especially if we see a continued
improvement of the pandemic situation
in China and of course, the subsequent
recovery. The two headwinds that we
will face will be:
• The likelihood of weak external
demand for exports from China; and
• The relationship between the US and
China leading up to the US elections.
Those could impact China negatively
if they turn out for the worst. China is
likely to continue strongly and within
the global manufacturing supply chain,
it will continue to maintain a very strong
position. China is the largest market
for end-products itself and they have
a very strong pool of talent, especially
engineering talent, and that is going to
help them in maintaining a very strong
position in the manufacturing supply
chain. They have a very good ecosystem
for their supply chain. China is fairly
self-contained in that sense, so it does
have a certain momentum on its own
and can help to drive things.
China is now the fifth-largest global
fund domicile after surpassing
the UK and France to account for
4.1% of fund assets. What are your
expectations for the Chinese fund
market over the next five years?
It will continue to grow. The Chinese
consumer is getting more and more
sophisticated and we see a very strong
growth trajectory for the funds market
in China. They are undergoing their own
reforms internally in financial systems –
they are trying to strengthen it and there
is a lot of talk about wealth management
products and so on. The regulators
are trying to nudge things in the right
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direction. Given the size of China, you
can imagine the pool of domestic
savings needs to be harnessed and
therefore encouraging them to put them
into investments to save – whether
it’s for retirement or other plans – is a
very important part of it. China also has
an ageing population, so encouraging
savings on top of the pensions they
already have is going to be key.
As China opens up, that will present
greater opportunities. Which
investment opportunities are you
identifying as attractive, long-term
opportunities that can offer investors
good yield? How much further can
and should China go to be further
integrated with global markets?
With the benefit of hindsight, it could
have been in the technology sector –
and that would have done very well.
But the size of the economy is such
that the opportunities, whether it’s in
healthcare or consumer sectors, on top
of technology, will be very high on the
list. We are talking about a very large
economy, and as it opens up there will
be growth opportunities all across.
Chinese companies are taking some of
these very same technologies into the
rest of the world – especially in Asia.
They have moved into southeast Asia
and India in a big way, so I would say
they are also trying to globalise their
offering. For investing in China, we are
leveraging on these companies as they
are not only penetrating the Chinese
market, but also regional markets.
Coming back specifically to financial
services, the services sector is going to
grow – especially the financial services
sector. Given the needs in China, such
as an ageing population and the need
to save, foreign firms like ours can play
a role in terms of working together
with distributors to bring solutions that
would be able to meet the needs of
Chinese consumers and institutions.

“THE CHINESE
CONSUMER IS
GETTING MORE AND
MORE SOPHISTICATED
AND WE SEE A VERY
STRONG GROWTH
TRAJECTORY FOR
THE FUNDS MARKET
IN CHINA.”

Are you optimistic or pessimistic for
the next 12 months and where do you
see some of these silver linings?
A lot is going to depend on the
trajectory of the Covid-19 virus. The
extent to which countries are able to
deal with it and keep it at a manageable
level, those countries are the ones that
are going to come out ahead and get
out of this crisis and recover much
quicker by opening their economies
and so on. I suspect that there would
be a bifurcation of emerging markets.
Right now, they tend to be lumped
together, but even as you look at
emerging markets today, there is quite
a bit of difference between those who
are able to respond very positively and
effectively to the crisis and some who
are still struggling. This bifurcation
is going to also translate into market
performance, so emerging markets
are not going to be one monolithic
group. There is going to be a separation
between one group which handles it
well and another group which doesn’t
handle it as well. Generally, Asian
emerging markets are handling it
[Covid-19] better than other non-Asian
emerging markets and that’s where the
bifurcation may be happening.
This article first appeared in Funds
Global Asia.
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LOIM LAUNCHES HIGH
CONVICTION FUND

JPMAM CONCENTRATES ON ‘VAST’ BOND MARKET

TARGETS FUTURE GROWTH
Lombard Odier Investment
Managers (LOIM) has added a
Chinese stock market strategy to
its global high conviction funds.
The China High Conviction
strategy will be linked to growing
Chinese domestic demand, driven
in part by millennial consumption
patterns. This, according to LOIM,
is where the future growth
potential is to be found.
Managed by LOIM’s Asia
investment team, the fund invests
in high-quality Chinese companies
with sustainable business models,
the firm said.
Its head of equities, Didier
Rabattu, said China was still an
“untapped and high-potential
market”. Traditional indices have
under-represented Chinese
stocks, he added.

JP MORGAN ASSET Management
(JPMAM) has unveiled a strategy to
capture cross-border opportunities in
China’s bond market
The China Bond Opportunities Fund,
available to international investors,
seeks to provide diversified access to
China’s “vast” fixed income market.
According to the firm, China’s bond
market has grown rapidly over the past
two decades to reach $14 trillion and is
increasingly gaining recognition from
global investors.
Elisa Ng, head of China and Hong
Kong Funds at JPMAM, said: “The
current low or even zero interest rate
environment across developed markets
has made it more challenging for
investors to find yield opportunities,
making the income potential of China
bonds more appealing.”
Ng added that the strategy was
designed and launched to meet this
specific investor demand, seeking

“THE CURRENT
ENVIRONMENT
HAS MADE IT
CHALLENGING
TO FIND YIELD
OPPORTUNITIES,
MAKING CHINA BONDS
MORE APPEALING.”
income flexibly across the entire China
bond universe.
The fund’s managers employ a topdown macroeconomic approach with
bottom-up fundamental research.
The China bond market ecosystem
is made up of three underlying
sub-sectors – onshore renminbidenominated bonds, offshore renminbidenominated bonds and offshore US
dollar-denominated bonds. Each has
fundamentally different characteristics.

EQUITIES

BMO GAM TARGETS ‘RESPONSIBLE’ CHINA STOCKS

BMO GLOBAL ASSET Management
has launched an ESG-oriented
fund targeting the China A-shares
equity market.
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Managed by June Lui, the
strategy targets Chinese stocks
with strong corporate governance
and management of social and
environmental issues.
According to the asset manager, the
strategy seeks to invest in businesses
that “help address sustainability
challenges in China that are prevalent
across the developing world”.
Lui said: “In recognising the
governance issues in the onshore
market, we believe these can be
addressed by ensuring ESG factors
are a focal point in the decisionmaking process.”

KEY DRIVERS
S FUND IS UNIQUE
Neuberger Berman has launched
a China A-share equity fund
(Dublin Ucits). Managed by Ning
Meng, based in Shanghai, the
portfolio is benchmarked against
the MSCI China A (Onshore). It
will hold 30-50 stocks.
Meng said: “Amid the disruption
caused by Covid-19 and trade
tensions, new government-backed
technology infrastructure projects
including artificial intelligence, 5G,
industrial IoT and electric vehicle
charging stations are set to be
some of the key drivers for longterm economic growth.”
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The Kn owle dge Bank
UNLOCKING THE DOOR TO THOUGHT LEADERS

The newest addition to
CAMRADATA Live…
We’re unlocking the door to thought leaders, providing a home
to the all-new and exclusive forum, The Knowledge Bank.
This new tab will allow users of CAMRADATA Live to share and
access all the latest news, insights and thought leadership within
the institutional investment industry - all within one platform.

find out more >
P: +44 (0)20 3327 5600
E: info@camradata.com
A: 5th Floor, 11 Strand, London WC2N 5HR

WWW.CAMRADATA.COM

Change
makes us
resilient

Investing for a
world of change
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Investments involve risk.

